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Abstract
Domestication and breeding have reshaped the genomic architecture of chicken, but the retention and loss of genomic
elements during these evolutionary processes remain unclear. We present the first chicken pan-genome constructed
using 664 individuals, which identified an additional approximately 66.5-Mb sequences that are absent from the reference genome (GRCg6a). The constructed pan-genome encoded 20,491 predicated protein-coding genes, of which higher
expression levels are observed in conserved genes relative to dispensable genes. Presence/absence variation (PAV) analyses demonstrated that gene PAV in chicken was shaped by selection, genetic drift, and hybridization. PAV-based
genome-wide association studies identified numerous candidate mutations related to growth, carcass composition,
meat quality, or physiological traits. Among them, a deletion in the promoter region of IGF2BP1 affecting chicken
body size is reported, which is supported by functional studies and extra samples. This is the first time to report the
causal variant of chicken body size quantitative trait locus located at chromosome 27 which was repeatedly reported.
Therefore, the chicken pan-genome is a useful resource for biological discovery and breeding. It improves our understanding of chicken genome diversity and provides materials to unveil the evolution history of chicken domestication.
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Introduction
Chicken (Gallus gallus) is the most abundant domesticated
animal in the world. The publication of the chicken genome
in 2004 (Hillier et al. 2004) paved the way to identify the
quantitative trait loci (QTLs) or quantitative trait genes
(QTGs) involved in economically important traits, dissect
the evolutionary processes of domestication, and understand
the genetic basis of distinct phenotypes differentiating domesticated chickens and their wild relatives. Recently, the
domestic chicken G. gallus domesticus was reported to have
been domesticated from one subspecies of red jungle fowl, G.
gallus spadiceus (Wang, Thakur, et al. 2020). Nevertheless,
subspecies of G. gallus and other jungle fowls can introgress
with G. gallus domesticus and these interspecies hybridizations have affected the genetic content of the species during
evolution (Barton 2001; Desta 2019; Lawal et al. 2020; Wang,

Thakur, et al. 2020). Traits such as yellow skin, pencilled feathers, and the spotted comb of domesticated chickens are likely
the result of introgressions from G. sonneratii, G. varius, and G.
lafayettii (Morejohn 1968b; Eriksson et al. 2008;
Fallahshahroudi et al. 2019). Hybridizations leading to fertile
offspring have been documented between Gallus species
(Danforth 1958; Morejohn 1968a). These indicate that G. gallus domesticus is an admixed species, not only derived from
red jungle fowl (Wang, Thakur, et al. 2020). A recent study
also found different genome sizes between red jungle fowl
and domestic chicken lineages (Piegu et al. 2020). Moreover,
growing evidence suggests that structural variations are present in a substantial proportion of the genomes of many
animals (Bickhart and Liu 2014), including human
(Sherman et al. 2019), pig (Zhao et al. 2016; Li, Chen, et al.
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and help to design highly productive chicken breeds in the
future.

Results
Pan-Genome Construction of Chicken
We constructed the first G. gallus pan-genome using an iterative mapping and assembly approach based on the chicken
reference genome GRCg6a assembly. A set of whole-genome
sequencing data including 664 individuals was used in the
pan-genome construction, which contains 5 G. gallus wild
subspecies, 28 native breeds (indigenous chicken breeds
raised by farmers that did not experience intense artificial
selection), and 4 commercial breeds (supplementary table
S1, Supplementary Material online; fig. 1a).
The G. gallus pan-genome identified an additional approximately 66.5-Mb sequences that are absent from the reference
genome (GRCg6a), encoding an additional 4,063 highconfidence genes (supplementary tables S2 and S3,
Supplementary Material online). Of these, 49% (1,976 genes)
nonreference genes are only present in a small proportion of
chickens (fig. 1b). Together, the chicken pan-genome, including reference and nonreference sequences, consists of
1,131.9 Mb and contains 20,941 predicted protein-coding
genes. A total of 81 RNA-seq data sets from 27 tissues (including digestive, respiratory, kinetic, urinary, reproductive,
endocrine, circulatory, nervous, immune, epithelium, and
connective system) were used to investigate the gene expression (supplementary table S4, Supplementary Material online). We observed an average normalized transcript per
million abundance greater than 1 for 90.6% of the autosomal
genes in the reference genome and 19.4% of the nonreference
genes. This pattern is similar to those found in other pangenome studies (Zhao et al. 2018; Gao et al. 2019), which
showed that genes in the reference genome generally have
higher expression than genes in the nonreference contigs
(supplementary fig. S1a, Supplementary Material online).

Discovery of Gene PAV
After sample selection (see Materials and Methods and supplementary fig. S2, Supplementary Material online), a total of
268 individuals with average sequence depth larger than 10
based on pan-genome estimation were available for gene
PAV detection, including 6 wild, 217 native, and 45 commercial individuals (supplementary table S1, Supplementary
Material online).
We categorized genes in the chicken pan-genome according to their gene presence frequencies. A total of 15,205
(76.32%) core genes are shared by 268 individuals. 4,738 genes
are variable including 391 softcore, 2,351 shell, and 1,976
cloud genes, which are present in more than 99%, 1–99%,
and less than 1% of all individuals, respectively (fig. 1b). The
chicken pan-genome showed a moderate core gene content
(76.32%) compared with that of human (96.88%) (Duan et al.
2019), mussel (69.2%) (Gerdol et al. 2020), and plants (35–
81%) (Gao et al. 2019). Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment
results of each cluster of variable genes are presented in supplementary table S5, Supplementary Material online. Variable
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2017; Tian et al. 2020), salmon (Bertolotti et al. 2020), and
chicken (Kerstens et al. 2011; Seol et al. 2019). A range of
phenotypes in chicken was reported to be determined by
structural variations, such as feathered legs (Li, Lee, et al.
2020), crest (Li et al. 2021), blue egg shell (Wang et al.
2013), muffs and beard (Guo et al. 2016), comb (Wright et
al. 2009; Imsland et al. 2012), and fibromelanosis (Dorshorst et
al. 2011). The current chicken reference genome (GRCg6a) is
derived from a single red jungle fowl individual. This reference
therefore cannot fully capture the genetic diversity of domesticated chickens and may be unable to reveal the genetic basis
of some phenotypes. Recently, an increasing number of
reports for pan-genomes in human (Sherman et al. 2019),
pig (Tian et al. 2020), goat (Li et al. 2019), and also in plants
(Bayer et al. 2020), have focused on capturing genetic variations between different individuals within the species. The
pan-genome represents the gene set of the species rather
than a representative individual, which can uncover the genetic diversity and resolve structural variations that are
missed by studies using a single reference genome. The
pan-genome can also provide a straightforward way to detect
presence/absence variations (PAVs) and explore the distributions of these variants at the population level.
Body size is an important quantitative trait that has been
intensively selected during chicken improvement and possibly associated with genome structural variations. One of the
well-known candidate genes linked to body size is insulin-like
growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein 1 (IGF2BP1). IGF2BP1
can regulate cell proliferation, differentiation, morphology,
and metabolism through regulating mRNA localization, stability, and translation of targeted genes (Stohr et al. 2012; Bell
et al. 2013). In recent studies, IGF2BP1 was reported as N6methyladenosine (m6A) readers to regulate the above functions (Huang et al. 2018; Zhu et al. 2020; Zhang, Wan, et al.
2021). Knockout of IGF2BP1 in mouse led to mild active colitis, mild-to-moderate active enteritis, and decreasing of barrier function and body weight (Singh et al. 2020). Dwarfism
and impaired gut development were also observed in
IGF2BP1-deficient mice (Hansen et al. 2004). Evidence from
genome-wide association studies (GWASs) and QTL mapping
revealed that the genomic regions upstream of IGF2BP1 were
significantly associated with body weight, head weight, gizzard
weight, chest width, leg weight, and wing weight in chicken
and duck (Sheng et al. 2013; Ma et al. 2019; Zhou et al. 2018;
Wang, Bu, et al. 2020; Wang, Cao, et al. 2020; Zhang, Wang, et
al. 2021). However, the causal variations of IGF2BP1 that responsible for body sizes in chicken and duck remain unclear.
Here, we constructed the first chicken pan-genome and
comprehensively investigated PAV using this pan-genome,
revealing changes in allele frequencies associated with chicken
evolution. We found that deletions in the promoter region of
IGF2BP1 can increase transcriptional activity and gene expression, regulating the body size in commercial chickens.
Dissection of the causal variation of IGF2BP1 associated
with body size can accelerate the breeding process for high
growth rate chickens using marker-assisted selection. These
findings will improve our understanding of changes in
chicken gene content during domestication and breeding
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FIG. 1. Pan-genome of chicken. (a) Geographical distribution of samples used for pan-genome construction. (b) Pan-genome gene classification. (c)
Word cloud of the GO enrichment of biological process for variable genes. (d) Pan-genome modeling. The pan-genome modeling shows no more
dramatic increases when the number of accession genomes is over 220, indicating that selected individuals were sufficient to capture the majority
of PAVs within Gallus gallus. Upper and lower lines represent the pan-genome number and core-genome number, respectively.

genes were enriched in the function associated with reproduction, nutrient absorption, metabolic and biosynthetic process (fig. 1c). RNA-seq analysis revealed that the expression
level of flexible genes (shell and cloud genes) was significantly
lower than that of conserved genes (core and softcore genes)
(supplementary fig. S1b, Supplementary Material online). No
apparent difference of expression was identified between conserved genes in the reference and nonreference sequences,
but the expression of conserved genes was significantly higher
than that of flexible genes in both reference and nonreference
sequences (supplementary fig. S1c, Supplementary Material
online). Pan-genome modeling revealed a closed pan-genome
with an estimated total of 19,190 genes (genes on sex chromosomes were excluded because the gene content was different between chromosomes Z and W) (fig. 1d). This
suggests the chicken pan-genome assembled using our selected 268 individuals included all or nearly all of the G. gallus
gene contents.

Gene PAV Shaped by Selection, Genetic Drift, and
Hybridization
We observed a broad gene PAV distribution within different
groups, with substantial variation in the native chickens and
wild relatives (red jungle fowls) (fig. 2a). PAV-based Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) and phylogenetic analysis also
showed high diversity among wild relatives and native chickens, whereas commercial broiler and layer clustered together
(fig. 2b and c). Moreover, two clades of commercial chickens
5068

were further separated into two groups, meat-production
(two broiler breeds: BRA and BRB) and egg-production
(two layer breeds: BL and WL). These differences between
commercial and native or wild chickens are likely due to
selection, but the genetic drift and other factors cannot be
ruled out. Therefore, we further investigated whether selection, genetic drift, and hybridization can alter gene PAV content since single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)-based
allelic frequencies can be shaped by selection, genetic drift,
and hybridization (Edwards 2008).
We analyzed the pool sequencing data of “Virginia body
weight lines” and compared the gene PAV content between
high weight selected (HWS) lines and low weight selected
(LWS) lines which were divergently selected from the same
founder White Plymouth Rock population (Lillie et al. 2018).
Two lines had been suffered from intensive bidirectional selection for 8-week body weight, between which about 15-fold
phenotypic difference presented. PAV-based PCA and phylogenetic analysis showed two distinct clusters were consistent
with selected lines (supplementary fig. S3a and b,
Supplementary Material online). This suggests that gene
PAV can be shaped by intensively artificial selection. We
have further compared the frequencies of gene PAV between
HWS and LWS and identified the candidate genes related to
the intensive bidirectional selection for body weight. Twentyfour genes were found to be completely absent in HWS and
present in LWS or entirely present in HWS and absent in LWS
(supplementary fig. S3c, Supplementary Material online). The
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FIG. 2. Distribution of gene PAV. (a) The heatmap shows the PAV of variable genes within wild relatives, native breeds, and commercial breeds. (b)
The principal component analysis of chicken breeds based on gene PAV. Wild: wild relatives (red jungle fowls); Native, native breeds; commercial
breeds consist of two broiler breeds (BRA and BRB) and two layer breeds (BL and WL). (c) Neighbor-Joining phylogenetic tree constructed based on
gene PAV matrix.

well-studied SH3 domain containing ring finger 2 (SH3RF2,
ENSGAT00000090177) gene, regulating appetite and affecting
body weight, was also identified as one of these genes that is
completely absent in HWS but present in LWS (Rubin et al.
2010; Jing et al. 2020).
We further investigated whether gene PAV within the
chicken population can be affected by genetic drift or hybridization. Firstly, we studied conserved populations of varying size. The subpopulations GS1, GS2, and GS3 are from the
Gushi chicken populations, of which GS1 (n ¼ 30) and GS2
(n ¼ 30) were sampled from a small conserved population in
2010 and 2019, respectively, whereas GS3 (n ¼ 30) was sampled from a large conserved population in 2019. The subpopulations XB1 (n ¼ 30) and XB2 (n ¼ 30) are the Xichuan
black-bone chicken populations, which were sampled from a
large conserved population in 2010 and 2019, respectively
(supplementary
note;
supplementary
fig.
S4a,
Supplementary Material online). We did not observe the
change of PAV content during short period (<9 years), whatever in a small or big conservation population, by comparing
XB1 and XB2, or GS1 and GS2. However, we observed an
apparent division between GS1 or GS2 and GS3 based on the
results of PCA and phylogenetic analysis (supplementary fig.
S4b–d, Supplementary Material online). We also found a
significant reduction of genetic diversity in GS1 and GS2 in
comparison with GS3 based on SNP heterozygosity and allelic richness analysis (observed heterozygosity: 0.18 in GS1,
0.17 in GS2, 0.23 in GS3; allelic richness: 0.53 in GS1, 0.47 in

GS2, 0.75 in GS3). These results are consistent with significant
differences in gene PAV content (supplementary fig. S4b–d,
Supplementary Material online) and previous studies showing that small conserved populations suffer from genetic drift
after long periods of isolation which leads to a reduction of
genetic diversity (Whitlock 2000). Based on the above evidence, we compared the gene PAV frequencies between GS3
and GS1þGS2 to investigate gene PAV involving genetic drift
by long periods of isolation. According to Fisher’s exact test
(false discovery rate < 0.001) (Gao et al. 2019), we only
identified six genes that were significantly different in frequencies between GS3 and GS1þGS2 (supplementary fig.
S4e, Supplementary Material online), and none of these
genes has a clear functional annotation (annotated as proteins without known function). Of these, four gene PAVs
were fixed or nearly fixed in GS1þGS2 that is consistent
with the reduction of genetic diversity of GS1 and GS2.
Secondly, we compared the gene PAV between Gushi chickens and the GushiAnak F2 population (supplementary fig.
S5a, Supplementary Material online) and identified a clear
divergence between Gushi breeds and the F2 population
according to the PAV distribution (supplementary fig. S5b,
Supplementary Material online). PAV-based PCA and the
phylogenetic analysis also revealed that Gushi pure breeds
and hybrid population fall into two distinct clades. These
results suggest a relatively larger effect of hybridization on
gene content, which is also significantly more extensive than
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that from genetic drift by comparing their clustering (supplementary fig. S5c and d, Supplementary Material online).

Change of Gene PAV Frequency during Breeding

Change of PAV Frequency in Promoter Regions during
Breeding
Most PAV analysis in previous pan-genome studies has focused on the protein-coding regions. However, further
5070

PAV-Based GWAS on Promoter Regions
To uncover traits determined by promoter region PAV, we
further conducted PAV-based GWAS on the promoter
regions using the GushiAnak population with 204 F2 individuals (fig. 3d–f). Anak chicken is a commercial broiler breed
from Israel, whereas Gushi is an indigenous chicken of China
that did not experience from an intensive selection. We identified 56 association events for 0–1 kb promoter regions, 61
for 1–2 kb promoter regions, and 78 for 2–3 kb promoter
regions (supplementary table S8, Supplementary Material online). These association events are involved in 81 traits,
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Gene PAV can be shaped by domestication and improvement; therefore, PAV within populations can also be applied
to track the evolutionary history of a species (Gao et al. 2019;
Guo et al. 2020). By comparing the gene presence frequency
between the commercial and native breeds, we identified 30
significantly increased genes and 83 significantly decreased
genes associated with postdomestication breeding improvement (supplementary table S6 and fig. S6, Supplementary
Material online). Of these, ten significant genes (seven increased and three decreased) are located on the reference
genome. We observed that two uncharacterized genes
(PanGallus_Gene02610 and ENSGALT00000098327) are lost
in modern breeds. We also observed four immune-related
genes significantly decreased during improvement, including
a class I histocompatibility antigen (ENSGALT00000081489), a
B-cell
differentiation
antigen
CD72-like
(PanGallus_Gene00218), a T-cell differentiation antigen CD6
(PanGallus_Gene04583), and an Immunoglobulin G-binding
protein A (PanGallus_Gene03891).
Tibetan chicken living at the Tibetan Plateau shows the
environmental adaptation to high altitudes, particularly to
the hypoxic environment (Wang et al. 2015). Therefore, we
compared the gene PAV frequencies between Tibetan
chicken and other lower land indigenous chicken to identify
candidate genes associated with the environmental adaptation to high altitude (supplementary table S7, Supplementary
Material online). A total of 121 genes showing significant
difference in PAV frequencies were identified, of which frequencies of 118 genes were significantly increased in Tibetan
chicken. Vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein (VASP,
ENSGALT00000100137) was found to have a high presence
frequency (0.906) in Tibetan chicken compared with other
lower land native chickens (0.476). VASP has been reported to
protect endothelial barrier function during hypoxia (Schmit
et al. 2012). Vasculature of VASP deletion mouse exhibited
patterning defects and lacks structural integrity, leading to
edema and hemorrhaging (Furman et al. 2007). This evidence
suggests that VASP is likely to play an essential role in vasculature function and structure in a hypoxic environment.
Transitional endoplasmic reticulum ATPase gene
(ENSGALT00000056168) was nearly completely lost in
Tibetan chicken (frequency is 0.093), while had moderate
frequency in other lower land native chickens (0.568).
Previous studies revealed that transitional endoplasmic reticulum ATPase activity is significantly inhibited during hypoxia
in rat and western painted turtles (Henrich and Buckler 2013;
Smith et al. 2015). This suggests that the absence of transitional endoplasmic reticulum ATPase gene is potentially associated with the adaptation to hypoxic environment.

investigations of the roles of regulatory regions are also required since they can affect gene expression and phenotype
(Van Laere et al. 2003; Swinnen et al. 2019). Similarity between
orthologous promoters drastically decreased when distance
was longer than 2 kb from the gene transcription start site
(TSS) (Keightley et al. 2005). Therefore, promoter regions are
generally anchored within the 2-kb upstream genomic region
of the TSS (Farre et al. 2007; Abe and Gemmell 2014). In this
study, the promoter region was defined as the 3-kb upstream
genomic region from TSS to maximize the captured promotor regions. In order to detect smaller PAV in the promoter
region, we divided each of the promoter region into three
windows: 0–1, 1–2, and 2–3 kb upstream of the gene and
investigated the frequencies of PAV in each window (fig. 3).
We observed that frequencies of 143 PAVs in the 0–1 kb
region of commercial chickens were significantly different
from that of native chickens, which contains 117 increased
and 26 decreased. In the same comparison, the frequencies of
80 PAVs differed significantly in the 1–2 kb regions with 56
increased and 24 decreased, and 78 PAVs differed in the 2–
3 kb regions with 55 increased and 23 decreased (fig. 3a–c;
supplementary table S8, Supplementary Material online). We
found 12 genes in the olfactory receptor gene family that
showed reduced presence frequency in the promoter regions
of commercial chickens relative to native chickens (supplementary fig. S7a, Supplementary Material online). We also
observed that the presence frequencies of the promoter region of nine immunoglobulin-related genes were altered during improvement (supplementary fig. S7b, Supplementary
Material online). Genes with significantly altered PAVs frequencies in promoter regions during breeding were enriched
mainly in the GO terms of modulation by virus of host process, cyclin-dependent protein kinase holoenzyme complex,
and p53 binding (supplementary fig. S8, Supplementary
Material online).
Interestingly, we found two PAVs located at both 1–2
and 2–3 kb upstream region of IGF2BP1 gene, respectively,
which their presence frequencies are significantly less in
commercial chickens than native chickens (fig. 3b and c).
A high loss rate was observed in commercial breeds compared with native breeds, with a 1–2 kb promoter region
presence frequency of 0.04 in commercial breeds and 0.83 in
native breeds (supplementary table S8, Supplementary
Material online). Similarly, the 2–3 kb promoter region presence frequency was 0.04 in commercial breeds and 0.89 in
native breeds (fig. 3b and c).
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FIG. 3. Change of PAV frequency in promoter region during breeding and PAV-based GWAS. Scatter plots showing gene occurrence frequencies in
Native breeds and Com (commercial) breeds for 0–1 kb (a), 1–2 kb (b), and 2–3 kb (c) upstream promoter regions, respectively. Manhattan plots
showing significant promoter region PAVs associated with 151 traits for 0–1 kb (d), 1–2 kb (e), and 2–3 kb (f) upstream promoter regions. All
association analysis result was plotted according to the physical location and P-value, with each dot representing an association analysis result. The
upper and lower dashed lines represent the significant and suggestive thresholds, respectively. CW1, claw weight; CR, the ratio of claw weight to
body weight; DPW, double pinion weight; SEW, semi-evisceration weight.

including body size, growth, carcass, meat quality, and physiological traits (supplementary note, Supplementary Material
online). For example, the PAV for 2–3 kb upstream region of
ENSGALG00000052768 (low-density lipoprotein receptor precursor, LDLR) was functionally related to serum CREA (creatinine) level. ENSGALG00000051173 (olfactory receptor
14C36-like) was found to be associated with ileum length
(IL), jejunum length (JL), and cecum length (CL). We also
found that the promoter region PAV of immune-related
genes showed associations with production traits. For instance, ENSGALG00000054397 (class I histocompatibility antigen, F10 alpha chain-like isoform X1) was associated with
breast bone length (BBL12) and ENSGALG00000050329 (class
I histocompatibility antigen, F10 alpha chain-like isoform X1)
was correlated with body weight at birth.
ENSGALG00000051088 (G. gallus class I histocompatibility antigen, F10 alpha chain-like) was linked with BBL12 and body
slanting length at 12 weeks (BSL12) (supplementary table S8,
Supplementary Material online). Immunoglobulin-related
genes were also identified to correlate with production traits.
ENSGALG00000049846 (immunoglobulin-like receptor
CHIR2D-751 precursor) was associated with breast muscle
weight (BMW) and the ratio of head weight to body weight
at 12 weeks (HR1). ENSGALG00000045164 (leukocyte

immunoglobulin-like receptor subfamily A member 2) was
associated with BMW and shank girth (SG8).
ENSGALG00000050779 (immunoglobulin superfamily member 1) was linked with six carcass composition traits, and
ENSGALG00000050638 (immunoglobulin-like receptor
CHIR2D-878 precursor) was associated with shank length
(SL12) (supplementary table S8, Supplementary Material
online).
As expected, we also found that the promoter region of
IGF2BP1 was associated with growth traits, including claw
weight (CW1), the ratio of claw weight to body weight (CR),
double pinion weight (DPW), and semi-evisceration weight
(SEW), based on PAV-based GWAS of both 1–2 kb and 2–
3 kb upstream regions (fig. 3e and f; supplementary table S8,
Supplementary Material online). The most significant association was identified between IGF2BP1 and CW1 (P ¼ 1.92E-07)
based on 1–2 kb PAV-based GWAS (fig. 3h and i).

Dissection of the Structure and Function of IGF2BP1
Promoter Region
To dissect the structure of IGF2BP1 promoter region, we
comprehensively analyzed the results of polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) and WGS read mapping. Three alleles of
IGF2BP1 promoter region were identified, which were defined
5071
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the transcriptional activity through transfecting three kinds
of recombinant plasmids (pGL3-L1, pGL3-L2, and pGL3-W)
into chicken DF-1 cells (fig. 6a). Before performing the luciferase activity experiment, we screened the genome region
which inserted the pGL3 construct and confirmed that we
did not find any difference except the L1 and L2 deletion.
Therefore, the activity difference among the three constructs
was derived from the deletions. The transcriptional activities
of these two deletions (L1 and L2) were significantly higher
than that of wild type (W). Further, the activity of the L1
genotype is also higher than that of L2 (fig. 6a). Subsequently,
we compared the mRNA expression level between the L1L1
(Ross 308) and WW genotypes (Gushi chicken). The expression of IGF2BP1 mRNA in WW genotype is significantly lower
than that in the L1L1 genotype in almost all investigated
tissues at 6 weeks of age (fig. 6b). To reduce the difference
in the genetic background among individuals with different
genotypes and investigate the effect of deletions more accurately, we performed cross-breeding between chickens with
the same heterozygous genotypes (L1WL1W and L2W
L2W) to generate L1L1, L2L2, and WW genotype chicken
with half-sib or full-sib relationship, and then compared the
expressions of IGF2BP1. In spleen and duodenum tissues at
3 weeks of age, we observed higher expressions in L1L1 and
L2L2 than WW genotype, whereas L1L1 also showed a higher
value than L2L2 (fig. 6c). This is completely consistent with
the result of transcriptional activity (fig. 6a). We also observed
three conserved elements located in L1 deletion based on 77
vertebrates basewise PhyloP conservation score (https://
hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/galGal6/
phastCons77way/, last accessed January 2021), of which one
conserved element located in L2 deletion (fig. 4a). These suggest the functional importance of three conserved elements
which possibly regulating IGF2BP1 expression.

Investigation of the Genomic Regions Flanking the
Deletion
Since IGF2BP1 was also reported as the body size candidate
gene using SNP-based studies (Sheng et al. 2013; Ma et al.
2019; Wang, Bu, et al. 2020; Wang, Cao, et al. 2020; Zhang,
Wang, et al. 2021), we explored the SNPs within the region
from 10 kb upstream of L1 deletion and 10 kb downstream in
order to test whether any of the signal driving SNPs in previous studies could be the causal. SNP calling was done using
the same 664 individual sequencing data for building the
pan-genome; however, 210 individuals were excluded for
the low quality of SNP calling or their heterozygous genotype.
The remaining individuals include 325 WW, 117 L1L1, and 12
L2L2 samples. We searched for SNPs that associated with the
deletions in three different ways, L1L1 versus WW, L2L2 versus WW, and L1L1 þ L2L2 versus WW. Altogether, five associated SNPs were detected. Among them, the highest PhyloP
conservation score is 0.97, and that SNP (chr27: 6087849) is
not within a conservation element. The other four SNPs have
negative conservation scores. This implies that none of these
five associated SNPs is highly conserved, which supports that
the deletion is likely to be the only functional mutation
within this region.
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as W (wild type), L1 allele (3.2 kb deletion at GRCg6a
chr27:6082202–6085435), and L2 allele (1.5 kb deletion at
chr27:6083984–6085538) (fig. 4a; supplementary fig. S9a,
Supplementary Material online). We conducted allele-specific
PCR to genotype these three alleles in wild, native, and commercial chickens (fig. 4a and b). As expected, the W allele was
dominant in native breeds and wild relatives. In contrast, all
the two commercial broiler breeds and commercial crossed
chickens mainly had absence variant (L1 or L2 alleles).
Absence variant (L1 or L2) was also dominant in commercial
layer breeds, except for White Leghorn breeds. This result is
consistent with the distribution of 1–2 and 2–3 kb upstream
region PAV frequency for the IGF2BP1 promoter region,
which showed that commercial breeds were almost uniform
for the mutant absence variant. We also compared the promoter region of IGF2BP1 between HWS lines and LWS lines
using their pool sequencing data (Lillie et al. 2018). We found
that L1 was fixed in high body weight lines, whereas W was
fixed in the low body weight lines, including the relaxed selection lines (supplementary fig. S9b, Supplementary Material
online). It implies that W and L1 alleles have been selected to
be fixed at an earlier time, before the divergence of relaxed
selection lines.
Via the single genotype marker association analysis, the
associations between the L1 allele and the body size, body
weight or carcass composition still hold true when enlarging
the sample size of GushiAnak F2 population to 734 (fig. 5;
supplementary fig. S10, Supplementary Material online). The
associated traits include claw weight (CW1, CR), shank length
(SL12), breast bone length (BBL8 and BBL12), wing weight
(DPW), evisceration weight (EW and SEW), head weight
(HW1), carcass weight (CW), leg weight (LW and LMW),
pelvis breadth (PB12), shank girth (SG12 and SG8), body
slanting length (BSL8 and BSL12), gizzard weight (GW),
body weight (BWHR, BW6 and BW10), and growth rate
(GR0_4). In those traits, the L1L1 genotype was always linked
to better performance of production (such as body size, carcass weight, and body weight) than the WW genotype (fig. 5;
supplementary fig. S10, Supplementary Material online). The
significant association between the IGF2BP1 genotype and
body size confirms the PAV-based GWAS results in promoter
regions (fig. 3). Of these, associations are most significant in
traits CW1 (P ¼ 2.32E-14) and CR (P ¼ 3.70E-12), which account for 4.01% and 3.85% of the phenotypic variations, respectively. Interestingly, we observed a larger effect of L1 in
females relative to males, which explained 11.5% in females
and 7.3% in males of the phenotypic variations for CW1 trait
(fig. 5a). Besides, a female phenotype variation of 8.2% for
DPW and 6.2% for SL12 was explained by L1. These associations are also consistent with the chicken and duck SNPbased GWAS results, which indicated that SNPs located
near IGF2BP1 were associated with body weight, head weight,
gizzard weight, chest width, leg weight, and wing weight (Ma
et al. 2019; Zhou et al. 2018; Wang, Bu, et al. 2020; Wang, Cao,
et al. 2020; Zhang, Wang, et al. 2021). Unexpectedly, L2 allele
was not found in the F2 population.
To further verify the molecular effects of the deletions,
luciferase expression levels were investigated to represent
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FIG. 4. Structure and frequency of the three alleles in IGF2BP1 promoter region. (a) Genomic structure of three alleles in IGF2BP1 promoter region
in relation to evolutionarily conserved elements (77 vertebrates basewise PhyloP conservation score). Variant alleles in the promoter region of
IGF2BP1 include wild type (W) and two mutant alleles (L1 and L2). The conserved elements are indicated by red arrows. Asp-F, 2k-F, and Asp-R are
the PCR primers for the identification of the allelic type. (b) Allelic frequency of IGF2BP1 promoter region in the validated population by allelicspecific PCR genotyping. PCR product sizes of W, L1 and L2 are 2345, 290 and 791 bp, respectively. The gel shows the six genotypes derived from the
combinations of the three alleles.

Discussion
Construction of the First Chicken Pan-Genome and
Dissection of Genetic Changes in the Chicken
Population
Here, we constructed the first pan-genome of chicken, capturing approximately 66.5-Mb novel sequences that are absent from the reference genome (GRCg6a). Similar novel
additional pan-genome sequences were captured in pig
(Tian et al. 2020) (72.5 Mb), human (Sherman et al. 2019)
(296.5 Mb), and plants (Yao et al. 2015; Golicz, Bayer, et al.
2016; Montenegro et al. 2017) (15.8–350 Mb). Absent sequences from the reference genome were predicted to encode

additional 4,063 high-confidence genes. We also found that
about one-third of the gene PAV is variable among the 268
individuals used for PAV calling. This highlights the heterogenicity of genetic makeup among chicken breeds and shows
a potential utility for further breeding (Gao et al. 2019).
We observed that red jungle fowls and native chickens
contained most of the genetic diversity of chickens, whereas
limited genetic diversity was found in commercial chickens
(fig. 2). This result is consistent with known reductions in
genetic diversity of modern livestock compared with their
wild ancestors (Malomane et al. 2019; Frantz et al. 2020).
Similarly, peach (Guo et al. 2020), chickpea (Varshney et al.
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FIG. 5. Single-marker genotype association of IGF2BP1 promoter region in the validated GushiAnak F2 population with 734 individuals. Eight
representative association events were included and others were showed in supplementary figure S10, Supplementary Material online. The
number in the bracket is the proportion of phenotype variance explained by IGF2BP1 loci. CW1, claw weight; CR, the ratio of claw weight to body
weight; SL12, shank length; BBL12, breast bone length; DPW, double pinion weight; SEW, semi-evisceration weight; CW, carcass weight; LW, leg
weight. All traits were phenotyped at 12 weeks of age.

2019), and tomato (Gao et al. 2019) pan-genome studies
found that their wild relatives and landraces are more genetically diverse compared with modern cultivars. We also found
that intraspecies gene content variation can be affected by
selection, genetic drift, or hybridization (supplementary figs.
S3–S5, Supplementary Material online). We proposed that
the reduction of genetic diversity in commercial chickens
might occur due to intensive artificial selection during breeding, but other factors cannot be ruled out, such as genetic
drift.

PAVs Are Associated with Physiological Traits and the
Presence Frequency of Immune-Related Loci Was
Reduced during Modern Chicken Breeding
We found that the promoter region PAV of genes showed
associations with physiological related traits, such as LDLR
and olfactory receptors (supplementary table S8,
Supplementary Material online). Lipid accumulation can enhance LDLR expression leading to an increase of serum creatinine (Sun et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2016). LDLR knockout
mouse and rat showed substantial increases in plasma creatinine (Bisgaard et al. 2016; Sithu et al. 2017). Variation in the
promoter region of LDLR may reduce its expression and further upregulate serum creatinine level. Olfactory receptors
were first discovered in the olfactory epithelium, functioning
in odorant recognition involving various physiological behaviors, such as food choice and intake. However, recent studies
indicate that these genes are also expressed in the intestinal
tract (Priori et al. 2015; Kim et al. 2017; Kotlo et al. 2020), and
olfactory receptors play a role in intestinal inflammatory reaction (Kotlo et al. 2020), secretion (Kim et al. 2017), and
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microbiota metabolites (Priori et al. 2015). We also found
olfactory receptor 14C36-like gene associated with IL, JL, and
CL (supplementary table S8, Supplementary Material online).
It is thus possible that olfactory receptors are involved in feed
digestion and conversion via regulation of intestine development and thus were under selection during modern breeding
(supplementary fig. S7a, Supplementary Material online).
We observed the presence frequency of immune-related
gene or promoter region (including Major Histocompatibility
Complex [MHC] and immunoglobulin) decreased in commercial chicken compared with the native breed. Of these,
some immune gene PAVs showed significant association with
production traits (supplementary table S8, Supplementary
Material online). This is consistent with a previous report
that a high immune response is negatively correlated with
chicken egg production and body weight (Warner et al. 1987).
MHC genes are involved in immune recognition and susceptibility to infectious disease (Sommer 2005). There is a possible genetic linkage between MHC genes and growth or
reproduction genes (Warner et al. 1987). Another possible
explanation is that increased productivity may also increase
the metabolic burden of immune gene maintenance in modern breeds. A trade-off might occur between the conservation
of production-related genes and the loss of immune-related
genes due to human selection for desirable production traits
(van der Most et al. 2011).

IGF2BP1 Deletion Is the Causal Variant for a Major QTL
Associated with Body Size
Many QTGs or QTLs associated with chicken growth traits
have been identified, of which loci located at chromosomes
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FIG. 6. Comparison of transcriptional activity and expression among three IGF2BP1 genotypes. (a) Comparison of transcriptional activity among
different IGF2BP1 promoter region in chicken DF-1 cells. Left shows the constructions of the inserted fragment into the pGL3-Basic plasmid.
Significance of two-tailed Student’s t-test: **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001. (b) Comparison of mRNA expression of IGF2BP1 between L1L1 (Ross 308) and
WW (Gushi) chickens in five tissues at 6 weeks of age. Breast, breast muscle; Leg, leg muscle. P-values were calculated using a two-tailed Student’s ttest. (c) Comparison of mRNA expression of IGF2BP1 between L1L1, L2L2, and WW in an IGF2BP1 genotype segregating population at 3 weeks of
age.

27, 4, and 1 have the largest impact on growth in chicken
(Sheng et al. 2013; Ma et al. 2019; Wang, Bu, et al. 2020; Wang,
Cao, et al. 2020; Zhang, Wang, et al. 2021). To our knowledge,
the study in 2003 was the first time to report that a large QTL

region located between 4.0 and 6.1 Mb in chromosome 27
was associated with chicken body size (Kerje et al. 2003). After
that, many studies identified the chicken growth trait QTL in
chromosome 27, including the gene IGF2BP1 by SNP-based
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Conclusion
Collectively, this first chicken pan-genome provides a foundation for future chicken population genetics and evolutionary genomics studies. PAV analysis offers an opportunity to
uncover genomic architecture and identify the change of
gene content during domestication and improvement, helping the designing of future chicken breeds with desired traits.
We dissect the causal variant of one of the major QTLs contributing to body size in chicken using PAV-based GWAS. The
deletions that we found can be applied as markers for breeding programs using marker-assisted selection. As pangenomic studies become more common, PAV-based
GWAS will provide a powerful complement to SNP-based
GWAS for identifying functional variants of economically or
evolutionary important traits.

Materials and Methods
Genomic Sequencing of Chicken
A total of 868 individuals were used in this study, of which 664
were used to construct the chicken pan-genome (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). We downloaded 509 accessions, published in recent genome
resequencing studies (Fan et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2015;
Ulfah et al. 2016; Li, Che, et al. 2017; Lawal et al. 2018;
Qanbari et al. 2019; Huang et al. 2020; Wang, Thakur, et al.
2020), from the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI) Sequence Read Archive database (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online).
Sequencing data of 150 Henan indigenous chickens and
204 GushiAnak F2 individuals were generated in this study,
and further data for an additional five Xichuan black-bone
chickens were generated in our previous study (Li, Sun, et al.
2020). Genomic DNA was extracted from chicken blood using
Qiagen DNeasy Kit. Paired-end libraries with approximately
500 bp insert size were constructed and then subjected to
sequencing using the BGISEQ-500 platform to generate
paired-end 150 bp reads (BGI Genomics Co., Ltd. and
Beijing Fuyu Biotechnology Co., Ltd, China). We also downloaded ten pool sequencing data, including five HWS and five
LWS pool data from the NCBI database using project number
PRJNA516366 (Lillie et al. 2018).

Pan-Genome Construction and Annotation
Raw reads were processed to remove low-quality reads and
generate adaptor free clean reads using Trimmomatic (v0.36)
(Bolger et al. 2014). The pan-genome was constructed by a
reference-based iterative mapping and assembly approach using the GRCg6a assembly as a starting reference genome
(Golicz, Batley, et al. 2016; Golicz, Bayer, et al. 2016). The
reference-based iterative mapping and assembly approach
(Golicz, Batley, et al. 2016; Golicz, Bayer, et al. 2016) was first
applied in a pan-genome study of the crop Brassica oleracea.
This approach allows using sequencing data from a large range
of individuals from different populations to construct a pangenome. Briefly, clean reads were mapped to the reference
genome (Ensemble Gallus_gallus.GRCg6a.dna.toplevel.fa) using bowtie2 (v2.3.5.1) (Langmead and Salzberg 2012).
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GWAS (Sheng et al. 2013; Ma et al. 2019; Wang, Bu, et al. 2020;
Wang, Cao, et al. 2020). Our previous GWAS also revealed a
signal peak correlated to body size trait, which was located at
the genomic upstream of IGF2BP1 (Zhang, Wang, et al. 2021).
GWAS in duck also revealed SNPs located at the genomic
upstream region of IGF2BP1 that showed significant association with body size traits, whereas a higher expression level of
IGF2BP1 is correlated to better performance (Zhou et al.
2018). Altogether, IGF2BP1 is a potential major gene associated with body size traits, but the causal variant regulating
these traits has not been reported previously.
In this study, using a genotype–phenotype association, we
found two mutant alleles in the IGF2BP1 promoter region
that contributed to larger body size. We also observed a
stronger association in females than males (fig. 5; supplementary fig. S10, Supplementary Material online). We compared
the phenotypes among L1W, L1L1, and WW chickens to estimate the inheritance mode of the deletions. Taking the
CW1 trait as an example, we found no significant difference
in CW1 between L1W and L1L1 (P ¼ 0.68) in males, whereas
both are significantly heavier than WW (L1W vs. WW,
P ¼ 1.26E-3, L1L1 vs. WW, P ¼ 2.60E-5). We inferred that
there is a possible dominant effect of L1 against W in males.
In females, however, we found no significant difference between WW and L1W (P ¼ 0.42), whereas L1L1 are significantly heavier than L1W (P ¼ 5.35E-7) and WW (P ¼ 4.0E6). There is a possible recessive effect of L1 against W in
females. One possible reason is that this autosomal deletion
locus shows sex-influenced inheritance, with a dominant effect in males and a recessive effect in females. There may be a
putative binding site of androgen-mediated transcription factor located on this deletion region. We also found three conserved elements based on 77 vertebrates basewise PhyloP
conservation score, suggesting a putative regulatory function
(fig. 4a). These deletions in the promoter region may increase
IGF2BP1 expression by upregulating its transcriptional activity
(fig. 6). Further studies are required to elucidate the upstream
regulatory pathway.
Together with our GWAS analysis, the mutant genotype is
associated with higher expression of IGF2BP1 and improved
productivity traits (figs. 5 and 6). Our findings are consistent
with findings that higher expression of IGF2BP1 is linked to
the larger body size in duck (Zhou et al. 2018). Although the
IGF2BP1 mutation only explains a moderate 2–4% of phenotypic variation, this is in fact a substantial effect for a complex
quantitative trait like body size. For instance, in humans two
key variants for lean body mass explained 0.23% and 0.16% of
the variance (Zillikens et al. 2017) and approximately 50 variants for height only explain approximately 5% of the variance
(Yang et al. 2010). After examining the flanking regions of the
deletion, the only five SNPs correlated to the deletion showed
extremely low conservation scores implying that the deletion
is the unique functional variant in this region. Based on this
combined evidence, we propose that the deletion in the
IGF2BP1 promoter region is the causal variant for the QTL
located at chromosome 27 that was previously reported to be
related to body size in chicken.
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PAV Calling
Gene PAV was determined based on the cumulative coverage
of exons of each gene. The longest transcripts were retrieved
as the gene body to avoid redundant gene counts. If at least
two reads covered more than 5% cumulative coverage of all
exons, this gene was defined as present in an individual.
Otherwise, it was defined as absent (Golicz, Bayer, et al.
2016). Clean reads were aligned to the pan-genome using
BWA-MEM (v0.7.17) (Li and Durbin 2009) with default
parameters, and the sequences depth of each sample was
captured using Mosdepth package (v0.2.5)(Pedersen and
Quinlan 2018). High-depth sequencing data (>30) are preferable to increase the robustness of PAV analysis; however, it
is not economical to sequence large samples numbers at this
depth. Low-depth data (<15) is a viable and more economical means to carry out PAV analysis in large sets of diverse
samples (Gao et al. 2019; Sherman et al. 2019; Jayakodi et al.
2020). To estimate the impact of the sequencing depth on

gene PAV calling, we extracted reads from reference genome
individual with varying depths of sequences to determine the
minimum sequence depth required to call a confident gene
PAV. An average sequence depth of 10 was considered as
the threshold for including a sample since this threshold is
estimated to allow a 99.94% recovery rate of gene PAV (Gao
et al. 2019) (supplementary fig. S2a, Supplementary Material
online). We also performed additional simulation analysis using sequencing data of random seven breeds and found that
98.4–99.5% of pan-genome genes can be called when the
average sequence depth reaching 10 (supplementary fig.
S2b, Supplementary Material online). Thus, to get a high confident PAV matrix, individuals with an average depth above
10 were kept to perform gene PAV calling. Additionally, the
sequencing data of red jungle fowls in Thailand were reported
to be contaminated by domestic chicken sequences and were
removed for the PAV calling (Qanbari et al. 2019; Wang,
Thakur, et al. 2020).
PAV calling for promoter region was performed using the
same method of gene PAV calling that is described above but
based on the gene promoter regions. We divided the promoter region into three 1-kb windows based on the distance
to the TSS. The three blocks were in the 0–1, 1–2, and 2–3 kb
regions upstream to the TSS of genes in the reference genome. A PAV was considered as present if more than 50%
cumulative coverage with at least two reads was identified;
otherwise, it was considered absent (Golicz, Bayer, et al. 2016).

PAV Analysis
The gene PAV matrix was subjected to population genetic
analysis. Principal component analysis and neighbor-joining
phylogenetic analysis were conducted using TASSEL5
(Bradbury et al. 2007). To identify the PAV with frequency
significantly changed during improvement, the PAV frequency of each gene was compared between the native
breeds and commercial breeds. Fisher’s exact test was
employed to identify significant PAV with false discovery
rate 0.001 (Gao et al. 2019). Significantly increased genes
were defined as genes having a significantly higher frequency
in the commercial breeds than the native breeds. Inversely, we
consider genes with a significantly lower frequency as significantly decreased genes. To identify the promoter region with
significantly changed during chicken improvement, PAV patterns were also analyzed using the same method as gene PAV
frequency calculation.

PAV-Based GWAS
PAV-based GWAS was also implemented to identify the candidate genes associated with 151 traits in a GushiAnak F2
mapping population with 204 individuals. To reduce bias,
gene PAVs were removed if they were located on sex chromosomes or showed a minor allele frequency less than 0.05. A
general linear model (GLM) was employed for association
analysis using TASSEL5 (Bradbury et al. 2007), with sex and
the first five PCA eigenvectors defined as fixed effects. A
Bonferroni test was used to define the genome-wide significant (0.05/number of loci) or suggestive (0.1/number of loci)
cut-off threshold.
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Unmapped reads were extracted using SAMtools and then
assembled using MaSuRCA v3.3.1 (Zimin et al. 2013). After
pan-genome construction, newly assembled contigs of nonreference sequences with length larger than 500 bp were kept.
Contaminant sequences were filtered by the following two
steps. Firstly, contigs were aligned using BlastN v2.9.0
(Camacho et al. 2009) against the NT database (v5, 07-032019) of contaminant taxid groups, which includes archaea,
viruses, bacteria, fungi, and Viridiplantae. Secondly, the remaining contigs were classified and filtered using Kraken2 (v 2.0.9beta) based on the kraken2-microbial database, which consists
of archaea, bacteria, fungi, protozoa, viral and human sequences (https://lomanlab.github.io/mockcommunity/mc_databases.html, last accessed April 2019) (Wood et al. 2019). The
unclassified contigs were defined as contamination free. The
final contamination-free nonreference sequences and the reference Gallus/GRCg6a genome were merged to generate the
chicken pan-genome.
A custom repeat library was constructed by scanning the
final nonreference sequence using RepeatModeler (v1.0.11)
(Flynn et al. 2020). A custom repeat library and the
RepBase database (downloaded in June 2019) of vertebrates
were used to detect the repeat sequences with RepeatMasker
(v4.0.8) (Tarailo-Graovac and Chen 2009). The MAKER2 annotation pipeline was used to obtain a set of high-confidence
annotation based on RNA-seq evidence, homologous protein
evidence, and ab initio gene prediction evidence(Holt and
Yandell 2011). RNA-seq evidence was generated using
Hisat2-Stringtie pipeline (Pertea et al. 2016) with published
data from available tissues (supplementary table S2,
Supplementary Material online). Protein sequences of
chicken, human, and other mammals and vertebrates were
collected from the Uniprot database (https://www.uniprot.
org/, last accessed July 2019). Ab initio gene prediction was
implemented using SNAP (Korf 2004) and Augustus (Stanke
et al. 2006) with the “chicken” model selected. Finally, redundant assembled protein sequences were filtered with CD-HIT
(Fu et al. 2012) (-c 0.9 -n 5 -M 16000 -T 18) with the threshold
of 90% similarity.
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deletion group, and 3) the allelic frequency difference between the two compared groups greater than 0.5. Three different deletion groups were used in three different
comparisons. They are L1L1 group, L2L2 group, and
L1L1 þ L2L2 group, all compared with WW group,
respectively.
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Supplementary Material
Genotyping of IGF2BP1 PAV and Association Analysis
Three primers, including one forward and two reverse primers, were designed based on the sequence of the IGF2BP1
promoter region (fig. 4a). One pair of primer, Asp-F and AspR, was used for genotyping L1 and W alleles, whereas another
pair, 2k-F and Asp-R, was used to genotypes L2 and W (fig. 4a;
supplementary table S8, Supplementary Material online). PCR
was conducted as described below: 5 pmol of each primer,
100 ng of genomic DNA, 2 ml 10 PCR buffer (Takara), 100
uM dNTP mixture, and 1 ml Taq polymerase. Association
analysis of the validation population was conducted between
genotypes (L1L1, L1W, and WW) in IGF2BP1 PAV and 151
traits (supplementary note, Supplementary Material online)
in F2 population with 734 individuals using GLM as described
as above. The value of marker R-squared was used to explain
the phenotype variation of IGF2BP loci, as computed from the
marker sum of squares after fitting all other model terms
divided by the total sum of squares (Bradbury et al. 2007).

Functional Assay of IGF2BP1 Promoter Region and
IGF2BP1 Expression

Supplementary data are available at Molecular Biology and
Evolution online.
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Three kinds of IGF2BP1 promoter region (L1, L2, and W) were
cloned into pGL3-Basic luciferase vector (Promega) using
Clone-F and Clone-R primers (supplementary table S9,
Supplementary Material online). All recombinant plasmids,
together with the pRL-TK plasmid (Promega), were transfected into DF-1 (chicken fibroblast cell) cell line. After 48 h,
the transcriptional activity was investigated by the DualLuciferase Reporter Assay System (Promega). Quantitative
PCR was conducted to investigate the mRNA level of
IGF2BP1 using primers IGF2BP1-qF and IGF2BP1-qR (supplementary table S9, Supplementary Material online). The relative expression level of IGF2BP1 was normalized by GAPDH
using the 2䉭䉭ct method.

All the sequence data generated in this study have been deposited in the National Genomics Data center (https://bigd.
big.ac.cn) with the accession codes PRJCA004227 and
PRJCA004441. Downloaded sequence data used in this study
were presented in supplementary table S1, Supplementary
Material online. The chicken pan-genome and relevant data
are available at the DRYAD database (https://doi.org/10.5061/
dryad.7pvmcvds1).
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